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May 22 , 2018
Dear ACME Panel Team,
Since recently finishing our house, I wanted to express my appreciation for the quality of both the
panels you have supplied and your installation crew’s work. The design and quality of panels we received
was top notch and the installation was executed quickly with good craftsmanship.
I was worried at first about the difficulty there might be in using SIP’s on our home, but in talking
with ACME’s staff they helped me realize the benefits of building with SIP’s. All of the conversations with
ACME about the initial cost estimate, contract and drawings were timely and easy to work with. When
initially planning the house we were unsure about what our final roof structure was going to be, but after
ACME’s engineer’s evaluated the building we were able to create a design which met the performance
and aesthetics I wanted. It was a challenging project!
ACME quickly made any changes to our plans while we were finalizing our home and worked
great with our General Contractor. The drawings were detailed and showed how the panels came
together to create our home so we knew what to expect before putting any panels up. Once we finished
our drawings we talked with ACME about any suggestions and advice for our later installation of panels.
Because of the quality conversations we had with ACME’s knowledgeable staff, we decided to use their
experienced crew to erect the panels for the walls and roof.
Tony led the install crew and was great – he was very knowledgeable about the panels and
coordinated a speedy erection of the exterior walls and roof. This was especially beneficial because it
allowed our other framers and electricians to get to work on the interior of the home earlier and let us
move in faster. While our roofline was not the easiest to put together (and I was worried the panels might
not fit) the panels came together at the peak of our crossed roof perfectly.
Thank you all for the help in building my home – ACME Panel was great to work with and I’m
excited to see our next energy bill!
Sincerely,

Rich Daughtridge
HighRock Group | President and CEO

